Peak amplitudes free from contributions from neighboring peaks are the parameters in which many mass spectrometrists are most interested.
A measure of one particular peak amplitude can be obtained in two distinctly different ways: the observed value at the predetermined peak center or, alternatively, the total area under the peak can be recorded. In both cases the values obtained will have to be corrected for the effects of overlap. In fact, it can easily be seen that any practical automatic measuring system involves some sort of compromise between these two extremes.
To choose maxima of the record (or even maxima after some smoothing) is not good enough, since, for instance, the positions of the maximum values of smaller peaks are distinctly shifted towards larger neighbors.
A simple and obvious method is a least squares fit of a parabola or higher-order curve to the data near each relative maximum of the record and the use of the maximum of this curve as the peak location. This method, as well as some related ones, is discussed by Wilson (1965) , who shows, for instance, that the use of a parabola introduces an inherent bias into the peak locations which decreases with the range over which the least squares fit is extended and increases with the ratio of third to second derivatives of the true peak profile. For our spectra the method is inadequate, since the center of a flat-topped peak does not lend itself to a low-order power series expansion.
The application of derivatives to the deconvolution of ill-resolved spectra is based on equations (1) and (2). From equation (2) This is the Fourier transform of the perfectly resolved mass spectrum (Stoke 1948; Dolby 1959) , and could in principle be inverted to give that spectrum.
In practice, the direct inversion fails because small numerical errors in the frequency domain often lead to nonsensical results in the time domain. An oblique attack is required. Allen et al. (1964) suggest that 1/P(f) can be approximated by the following power series:
For a symmetric peak all imaginary terms are zero.
Using the fact that multiplication to differentiation in the time domain, the inversion formally gives
Thus, the deconvolved spectrum, s'(t), is found from a linear combination of the derivatives of the given spectrum. This, too, leads to computational difficulties because differentiation accentuates the high-frequency noise of the signal.
Otherwise, equation (2) can be formally rearranged and inverted to give directly This procedure avoids the computational difficulties associated with repeated differentiation, but still magnifies high-frequency noise. In practice, perfect deconvolution is not attempted but only an improvement in resolution (Bogert 1962 ; see also Kendall 1962) .
Almost diametrically opposite to the deconvolution methods is the use of a matched (or nearly matched) filter. If the spectrum is cross correlated with the peak shape itself, there results a spectrum in which the original shape is not preserved but is replaced by the autocorrelation of the original peak. The autocorrelation function is symmetrical, and has a maximum value at the center.
The precise location of the peak can therefore be found by observing the position of its maximum, and a true center of area of the peak will be found if peak overlap is small. In practice, it is possible to do quite well by using, instead of the true peak shape, a simple rectangular peak of approximately the correct dimensions, in computing the cross correlation.
Having predetermined the position of the various peaks in the spectrum, by methods such as those outlined above, it is clearly possible to construct a synthetic mass spectrum using idealized peak shapes and to insist that it should be the best approximation to the observed spectrum in the least squares sense. This seems at first to be a very attractive procedure, because the effect of overlap of peak tails is automatically built into the reduction. This is, in fact, the basis of the analogue resolving-power multiplier reported by Kendall (1962) . The peak amplitudes then are taken to be the proportions of each component required for the optimum synthetic mass spectrum.
If the peak shape is not allowed to vary, it can be shown as follows that this procedure is precisely equivalent to a cross correlation. If the principle of least squares is directly applied to the observed record. without regard to the statistics of the noise (except that its distribution is even), the objective of noise removal and deconvolution can be effected in one single pass. Specifically, suppose that the spectrum can be represented by a series of peaks, equally separated in time by tm. Then, expanding equation (1) It is clear from equation (6) that the calculated amplitudes are sensitive to the peak area. This fact can be underlined by considering the special case where the assumed peak shape is rectangular of unit height and width tp not greater than tm so that there is no overlap in the synthetic mass spectrum. Then equation (6) reduces to where R is a region of length tp centered on the jth peak.
Any area measurement involves irregularities in the scan rate as well as in the recorded on current. Unless the scan rate is highly regulated, it is likely to be a dominant source of error. Therefore this seemingly attractive least squares procedure often turns out to be unsatisfactory in practice. The fundamental reason has already been mentioned. The cross correlation is equivalent to optimum filtering, and filtering so severely always leads to a measurement which is sensitive to peak area.
Although the procedures and considerations described to this point are quite general, it is useful to note the particular arrangements we have used. Figure 1 shows the filter characteristic used superimposed on the observed noise spectrum of our measuring system.
The effect of digital sampling at 2 c/s appears as a periodicity of the filter characteristic.
This presentation is here more convenient than the more usual procedure of "folding" the signal and noise characteristics about the Nyquist frequency. A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 2 . The ion-current amplifier is of the servo voltmeter type, for which Stacey, Russell, and Kollar (1965) have presented a circuit diagram and an analysis of operation. The principal output of this device is the shaft rotation of a motor-driven potentiometer, and therefore analogue-digital conversion is conveniently provided by a shaft position encoder.
Other analogue amplifiers and analogue-digital converters would be equally appropriate, although in each case the spectrum of the noise must be determined in order to design the most effective sampling and filtering procedures.
A simple unijunction oscillator serves as a clock to time the sampling rate. At each clock pulse, the four decimal digits at the output of the position encoder are read into a buffer store from which they are read out serially onto the Table 1 . Typical measurements of peak at mass 248 (approximately 0.015% of the total lead trimethyl intensity) and at mass 255 (approximately 0.02% of the total lead trimethyl intensity).
The pair of numbers for each scan give the up-mass and down-mass measurements. The smallest peak actually used for computing the lead abundances is thiry times as large as these peaks, which are not used (Sample No. 588, analyzed January 3, 1967; 10 in. represent magnetic or paper tape. After the four digits have been recorded, an additional character containing "shunt" (measuring range) selector values and scan direction is stored on the magnetic tape. The sixth character of each word is a recognizable "end of word" character which is used by the computer program to check for lost characters or other format errors.
We have used two slightly different formats, one for paper tape and one for magnetic tape recording.
The inset in Fig. 2 shows a typical word written on each of the two types of tape.
The most difficult test for the program is the measurement of a small peak on a sensitive range, particularly if a larger peak is nearby. Numerically, the contribution to the standard deviation of a peak measurement due to measuring system noise is found is substantially better than any we were able to obtain by our previous techniques.
The principal objectives of this work, the measurement of mass spectra with greater ease and reliability, were clearly achieved. We can measure samples that we could not measure before, and more of the work can be left to less highly skilled technicians.
Satisfactory results were obtained only after two important lessons were learned. Although these lessons are fairly self-evident in retrospect, it is worth repeating them here. The first is that it is unwise to try to process the data in the frequency domain if the quantity to be determined is much better displayed in the time domain.
(The converse is presumably also true.) The second is that filtering, either in the normal sense or through equivalent least squares analysis, results in measurements that are to some degree area sensitive.
It is the latter fact that we think may have relevance in seismogram analysis, for it should be equally true that filtering the data will give results for the positions of events that are area (and hence amplitude) sensitive.
Since the processing of seismic data may be much more severe than in mass spectra, particularly in the processing of array data, it seems very likely that the apparent time calculated for events may be modified by amplitude characteristics.
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